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STEEL  MARKET  SITUATION  AT  THE  END  OF  1979 
.The  rise  in  industrial  activity recorded  since the  end  of  1978  in ·at l  the 
.  . I 
Community  countries  has  given  place  to  a  slackening in  gro~th in the 
second  part  of  1979o  The  drivfng  forces  of  this  growthp  apart  from  a 
generalized  move  to  replenish  stocks,  varied  considerably  from  country 
to  country,  from  investments _in  G2rmany  to private consump-t"'on  in  France 
by  way  of  exports  in the  Benelux  countries. 
Germany  w~s tha  only  country to experience  a  revival  in  which  all final 
dema~d sectors participated;  in  most  of  the  other  Community  countries 
the  revival  was  based  either on  public  support  measures  or  on  external 
trade  and,  in particular; exports  to  world markets. 
The  Community  iron  and  steel  industry benefited  from  the  steady  business 
which  ~haracterized a  good  nu~ber of  Large  steel  consumer  sectors such  as 
mechanical  engineering  a~d  moto~ vehicle  industries  and  the  capital  goods 
industry  in  generat. 
The  real  consumption of  steel  inc~eased in 1979  by  2.8%  over  1978. 
·External  demand.played  a  not  inconsiderable part  in sustaining business 
in  the  {ron  ~nd steel  sector during  ~he first  half of  the year; 
it  ran  out  of  steam. 
thereafter 
In addition,  for  1979  as  a  whole~ the  net  balance of  to~~unity external 
trace  in  steel  f~ll  by  a  mi'll-ion  tonnes  over  the  previotJS  year6,  Oiling  to 
a  reduction  in  exports,  inports  remaining  at  the .same  tevel  as  in  1978, 
i.e. at  approximately  11.5  mitlion  to~nes. .. 
• 
Steel· output  increased  more  than  would  be  justifi~d by  the  trends  in 
internal  consumption  and  ~xternal trade.  Ii  reached  ~40 million  tonnes 
in  1979, ·Lea  5.6:Z  more  than  in  1978.  This  large  increase  in output 
•.  '  '  t\.  '  ... 
must ·not,  however,  be  regarded entirely as  a  real  improve~~nt 'of  the 
situation  since  it is dependent  on  th~ iact that  in  1~78 some  internal 
consumtion  (3.5  million t6nnes)  was  covered  by  steel  taken  from  the 
stocks  and  not  by  curr.et.t  output,  whereas  in 'J979  not  only  was  thEf  total 
output  consumedbut,  in addition,  approximately 1 .. 5  miClion  tonnes  of 
steel  went  into  stock. 
Any  real  improvement  in the  situation is in fact  one ·which  is a  result 
of  an-increase  in  the  real  consumption  of steel, and  this, -as-has  already 
been  pointed out,  is  tess _than  3%. 
T~us, following  the  fall  in output  of  30  million tonnes  from  1974  to  1975~ 
Communit.Y  steel· production  is still- welt  below the  155~5 million achieved 
in  197lt • 
. Nonetheless~ it has  made  good-about  half of  the total  loss·since 1977. 
As  regards, in particular, products  subject  to the  minimum  price system,. 
it can  be  st~ted that  ~evelopment~' have  been  favoura~le on  the  ~ho(e. 
Where  concrete  reinforcing bars  are  concerned,  the  unfavourable'economic 
situ~tion prevaili~g  for-~ 7 number ~f years  i~ the building  sector  precluded 
a  recovery  in  Communi~y production,  ~hich- ih  1978  was  still at  the  same 
l~~el  as  in  1975,  that  is~  ab~ut 2  000  000  tonnes  below  the  record 6f 
almost  10  mil~ion tonnes ·achieved  in  1974~  Nonetheless,  the  situati?n in 
th~ concrete  reinforcing  bar  sector  can  be  considered quite satisfactory, 
eve)'}  though  production  in  1978  was  still at  a  lower ·level than  in  1974. 
. ' 
' An  improvement  has  been  recorded 1n exports to  non-Community  countries, 
~nd the  share  of  the  total  produition for  which· this  accounts, after falling 
from.  24%  i~ 1974  t~ 16% :-.in ·1975,  rose  again to  reach  a  level  in  1978  which 
brought  it  b~ck to  the  1974 ·figure.  The  easing o·f  pressure of  supply  on 
the  internal  Community  market  consequently brought  about  an  improvement 
in the  price situation  •. 
I 
Since  the  end  of  1978,  a  revival  of  demand  within the  Community has  ~esulted in 
a  considerable  growth  of activity in the cvncrete  reinforcing bar sector. 
ln  the  first  half  of  1979,  Community  production of  concrete  rein~orcing bars 
increased  by  some  15%  as  compared  with  the  same  period  in 1978o 
As  regards  merchant  bars, the quantitative-trend  has  been  very  similar  to 
that  f6r  concrete  reinforcing bars;  since  the  d~mand  to~ th~se two  categor~es 
of  product  originates  in  qui~e closely  related sectors of  activityo 
Community  production of merchant  bars  in 1978  was  ~till below  the  1974 
output,  by  almost  4  000  000  tonnes,  keepin~ between  11  and  12·milLion  tonnes 
a  year,  the  level  to  which  it  had  fallen  since  1975~ 
As  in  the  case  of  the  concrete  reinforcing bars,  e~ports to non-Community 
countries played  an  important  role  in establishing a  better equilibrium 
' 
bet~een the  internal  demand  and  the  supply  intended  for  the  internal  marketa 
The  proportion of  the  Community  production of  merchant  bars  accounted  for 
by  exports~ which  had  fallen  fr~ 42%  to  35%  in  1975  and  to  30%  in  1976,  . 
revived  to  almost  40%  in  19780 
Italy,  where  rather  more  than  half  the  Community  production of  concrete 
re'i nforc  i ng  bars  and  somewhat  more  than  a  quarter of  that  of  merchant  bars 
are  concentrated,  is the only  country  which  since  1974  has  experienced  a 
steady  increase  in  the  production of  these  products  from  one  ~ear to  the 
next. 
The  internal  recovery  which  since  the  end  of  1978  has  given  fresh  impetus 
to  activi:y  in  the  concret~ reinf6rcing  bar  sector  has  also  affected produc-
tion of  merchant  bars.  The  increase  in  Community  production  of  ~erchant 
ba~s amounted  to about  5%  for  the  first ·half  6f  1979  as  co~pared with  the 
same  period  in 19780 - '· -
) 
Th~ utilization of  the production  ~apacities  ~or  Light-section  tra~ns 
·~intended for  ~he manufacture  of  both  concrete  reinforcing bars  a~d  oth~r 
.  .  . 
hot  rolled  s~eel~ is still at  a  low  Level,  the  averag~ in the  Co~~unity 
since. 19"75  being  abO'ut  ~60%·.  .This  is·due  to the  con'siderable  reduction 
since  1975  in the  utilization factor  for  these  facilities  in  ~hree 
~ountries:  the  Federal  Republic  of  Germany,  Belgium  and  Luxembourg. 
! 
In  the  other  Community  countries,  the utilization factor  has  be~n higher; 
in  Italy, it  ha~ never  been  below  70~  • 
. co~muniiy.production in  the  hot  rolled strip setter, after  a  reduction of 
12  millie~ tonries  betw~en 1974  and  1975,  has  been  gradually  increasing 
. to  reoc~  nd  even  slightly exceed,  in 1978.the  pre~crisis level  (about 
.,"'-....-~..::,_milL ic:.  tonnes). 
•"'-....-w ...........  -- •- • -. 
In  three  countries,' France,  Belgium  and  Italy,  the level  of  production  H) 
1973  exceeded  that  in  1974;  in the other c6untries,  it" is sti(L  below 
that  tcvel. 
The  uci~ization of  capacity for  hot  roll~d strip has  improved  sine~ 1975, 
the  year  in  ~hich it dropped  to  56%  on  averag~,in the  Communityi  ·In 1078 
the  rat·2  wZJs  67:~·  <as  compared 'W1th  82%  in  1974).  !he  country  that  di.verges 
- . 
most  frcm  the  Community·average  is Italy,  with  a  very  low.rate  of  operation 
of  hot  strip mills  c-sst. .in  1978  as -compared  with  47%  in  1975  and  81~:  in 
from  the  point  of  view  of  steel  prices,  within  the  Community  the  trend 
remains  generaLLy  quite  good  in  the' long  product  sector;  ·it is stiLl 
~e~io~re/  in  s~ite of  signs  of  improvement,  as  regards  flat  products •. 
On  the  ~iport  ~ar~et, with  the  e~ception of  concrete  reinfprcing bars, 
\,.-,·:.:h  ;:;re  quoted  at .t.he  same.prices  as  in  the Community, ·products  ger.erally 
~~ve to  be  offered  for  sale to  non-member  countries at  prices  which  are 
.-
of.· 
•  .. ., 
In  the  United States, after  thr~e years  of  continuous recovery, there  was 
a  downturn  in  the  business  situation  in the  first  quarter  of  1979.  The 
d:-op  in  demand  was  m.;..if:)ly.concentrated  in  the  consumer  goods  sector, 
b~~iness in  the  capital  goods  sectors  remaining quite  good_ 
During  the  first  nine  months  of  1979  steel  production  was  about  6~.~igher 
tha~ in  the  same  period of  1978;  ~owever, after the first  quart~r of  1979 
the  growth  rate  slac~ened progressively. 
Steel  i:-::ports  were .much  lo\Oer:  than  in  1978;  ·  it is estir.:ated  that  they 
witi  not  exc0ed  16 million  tonnes  for  the  whole  of  1979  (-25%  co~~arcd 
.with  1973). 
In  ~·?.?.:~ t!;c  f\lirly  vigorous  growth  in  1979  has  been.sustain('d _both  by 
~nv<:·::.t:r.ents  and  by  private  consumption~  However,  the  reper.:ussions  of 
h~.~~~li.::- oiL  prices  have  been  considerable  and  this  has  given  rise to the 
zdo~tion of  measures  ~o control  demand.  This  will  in turn  result  in  a 
st~c~ening of  economic  activity in  general  and  therefore  in  the  iron  and 
steel  sector. 
St(·:::·l  production  should  reach  110 million  ... tonnes  in 1979 {i.e.  almost  sz· 
mere  :hJn  in  1978l. 
PR~S~EC1S  FC~  1980 
When  1. :te  ptos;:;ec t s  for  1980  a.re  drawn  up  several  factors ·must  be  taken  into 
~ccount  sue~ as:  the  ris~ in the  price of oil, the  tendency  of  countri~s 
to  pwr·s:..:e  restrictive  mon~tary policies  and  the ·instability of .rates of 
The  p~~ce cf  oil  for  the  user  countries  at  present  is on  average  30-35% 
~~:h0r  th~~  in  1918.  In order  to obviate  the  inflationary effects of 
chis  ~~icc  ~ncr~~~e, the  various  countries  concerned  have  implc~2nted 
;~s~r~ctive ~o~e:~ry policies,  the  effects of  ~hich lead to  a  slackening 
o~  e~~n~~i=  a~tivity in  these  co~n:ries. '  ••  >•. 
The  uncertainty which:reigns  in the exchange-rate sector could  have  an 
adverse .effect. on  the  developm_er:tt  of world  tradee 
In  the  United  States>'_l-..ir:'l  .. spite of  the  uncertain  development  durin_q .the 
-. 
~'first,_pa_rt _o_f  1980,  a.  s,_!.ig~t  'impr~vemE!~t  __ i~s_ expected during' the  second-half  of  the 
year;  the  increase  in the  gross  national  product  will  probably  be  low 
throughout  the  yea~. 
i 
The  reperc~ssions'bf such  a  devel6pment  would  make  themselves  felt ·in  the 
activity of  the- American  iron and .steel- i '!dustry~ where .the  slowing-down 
observed  in '1979  ~ill continue  in  1980~ 
This  ·ituation would  ·also. effect  steel  import-s.,  .which  will  probabl)ishow  - .  .  '  .  . 
a  fur· her  tendency to decline. 
'  In  Japan  the  growth  of  the  GNP  in 1980  will  prob,abty  be  lower  than .in  1979 •• 
'  . 
'  '  ' 
St,eel  output  could  reach  the  Level  achie.v~d in ·,1 1979,  with  some  g~owth in-
internal  supplies and  a.  certain  reduction., in. exports. 
.'  ' 
Sumila~ly, in the  Community  countries,~- slack~n~ng of  gro~th is expected 
in 1980. 
domestic 
The  gross/internal  product .will  probably  inorease only  by  2%  .<3%  in 1979). 
As  in 1979,  internal. demand  will  r~main the  ~otive factor  for  9rowth  in 
the  C6mmunity.  Ho~ever, in 1980,  the  rate  of.de~elopment of all  the· 
components  of  internal  deman_d:,  whether  they  be  private  consumpt'ion  or 
investments; will  be  lower  than  iri  th~ preceding  y~a~.· 
The  steel  industry  would  probably  be  affected by: the· rate of  growth,  which 
is  likely to  be  very  sl~~ in  th~ ~ommunity in ·1980.  ~.number of  buoyant 
factors. which  helped' to sustain the  iron' and  jsteel 'indust.ry·il) 1979  will 
·.  cease  to operate: 
• 
.weaken{ng of the actlvity of  the  large  steel~consuming sectors 
w_i·thin  the  Com~unity countries an9,  i_n  particular, of  the motor 
1.1ehicle  sector; 
slowing  down  of  the  rate of  world  trade  ,  particularly as  a ·result 
of: the  downturn  in  som~ third ·countries, 
the  difficulties.~! the  developing  countries  in financing 
their  investments  due  inter alia ta additional  oil· costs. 
• •  •  "  to..  •  . ... 
As  far  a~ the exports  ~r~ ·concerned,  a  positive  factor  for  1980  resides  in 
the  probable  increased  flow  of  imports  into· the  oil-producing  countries  •. 
Further~ore, from  the  int~rnal point  of view,  the  demand  for  iron '"d  steel 
products  may  be  sustained  by  investments  which  the  recent  oil crisis will 
.  . 
promote  in the energy  field. 
The  forward  estimate for  the  Community  iron and  steel  industry for  1980, 
which ;must  take  the, above  considerations into  ~c:count, is' therefore not 
very  favourable • 
.  The  reduced  rate  of  activity in the  consumer  goods  and  in the capital 
goods  sectors  shout~ have  the effect of  reduci~9 Community  consumption  6f 
steel.  The  reduction  could  be  around  2%  compared  with  1979 •. 
From  the  ~oint of  view  of  external  trade,  a  reduction  ~ust  be  expected 
in exports to  non-Community  countries~ which  could  amount  to  28  million  \  .  .  .  . 
tonnes  of  crude  steel  equivalent  (as  against  32  million  in  1979)D 
Imports  from  non-memb~r countries  should  be  maintained at  about  the  same 
level  as  in 1979;  -in  1980  they  could  reach  11  million  tonnes~ 
! 
The  figure  for  steel  production derived  fr6m  the forecasts  is 134  ~illion 
tonnes  for  the  Commu~ity as  a  whole,  i.e. a,4.3%  drop  from  1979 to 1980. 
The  ·slackeni~g-off will  be  more  pr6nounced  in  respect  of flat  rolled 
steel  products  because  of  the  slowing  down  anticipated  in the  motor  vehicle 
. sector,  which  is  the  largest  consumer  of  cold-rolled sheet  steel. 
~ll this means  of  course,  ~ith a  return to ~apacity utilization  ~ates 
of  under  70~, that  1980  will  be  another difficult  year,  especially  as 
all  the  moves  to  restructure the  Community~s iron and  steel  industry  have 
not  yet  been  satis~actorily completeda .  j  I  f 
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i. 
I 
r:;·:J,9  1.;? ,t\ 
I  ' 
<  ·  i >  - r· r h  ~ ·  ~ C·'~'~ o;  -,  ..  ~  .....  •  •, ~·-· 
'\.r_:) 
.{\  • •  Ji  ~  f  ;',1  r•  '<'.i  -•  *  /in~(~.&'~ __  ,_._::_:  ____________ _ 
" 
•- PRO!JUCTION  DE  ROr;os  A  BETON  DA:is  LA  COi·H·1UNAUTE  . -
en  1000  Tonnes  . 
'  AN~'f.E/PAYS  1974  19.75  1976  1977  1978  " 
..  l 
f,LLE:·1AGNE  - 2258  1714  1584  1204  iG77 
... 
F  RM\CE  1191  1082  1005  865  837 
I 
..  ITALIE  .  3627  331'4'  3869  40G1  4C49 
"  .  .PAYS-3AS  320  280  239  . 291  281  -
I  B!:LGIQUE  1381  642'  651  lt4 7  372 
'  . 
1  ·  !..UXEt·;30URG  499  367  391  317  402  .. 
R" Y.',u:·ic -UN I  545  482  775  . 
551  . 6C2 
DM~EI1ARK  60  41  69  65  78 
'  IRLMJo~-.  --- --- --- --- ---
..  CO.':."'ii..!~~.AUTE  9831 
.  - -
'7?22  ...  . : . 3532  77t,1  7593 
\ 
.  -. 
·-
'  <l '· 
\  , 
.. · .  .:  ..... 
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45,1 
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;  f\  '  .,_  •'  - I  0  ~- -- .  \,.  . 
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PROD'Jt:TI011  DE  RO~·~OS  A BETON  DMJS  LA  COf·ii·;urJAUTE 




------'  .  ~  .197'·  1975  1976  1977 
Pays  · 
.  ~- .. 
- -
ALLE:~AGilE  100,0  75,9  70,2  53,3 
fRA!lCE  .1 00,0  90,8 ..  84  .. 4  72,6 
17  f,Ll(  100,0  91,4  106,7  110,3 
P/1 Y  s-eAS  .  1 diJ, 0  ~7,5  74,7·  . 90,9 
DELG'l QUE  ..  100,0  46,5  4 7,, 1  32,4  .  . 
lUX~I~OC'U~G .  1 OIJ,O  73,5  - .  78,4  .  63,5 
RoY /,t;:~.c -U~H  1 CQ,O  88,lt  142,2  101,1  . 
t>M:E:-1,\!'\K  1oq,o  68;3  .  115,0  103,3 
lP.U\!JDE·  -- -- -- --





--<-.  -·-·-·'--·  - -~ -----·"·- ... ---~  .....  -. 
' 
7 














., A~e.  .:L  .JAi~I_E!.U  5.-.  ' 
P  f' c) 
0 
I(" ~  •  r. "  D  , A u  T  p  r:: s  f. ·c ·I  c- n s  ... (: i  r CJ< ..  ~  .~  :'· ..  "::  I  r  c  r'  00~ ... 'J .. 
0 
;  oj '"' !:  r\  \..o  ..  li..J(  '.I"\  ........  ._j\  ........ r~.,  ...  )  -.,r.,~  .,_\  .......  !  ·~r  ,_ 
---------------------------------------------------·------
-·  ·-
en  .1000  Tc:~nes 
\ . 
AW~EEIPAYS  '  1974 ..  .1975'  1976  1977  :  1978  .  1 




ALLEt~AGNE  4646  3~97  .3211'  2953  3124. 
FRANCE  2736  2036  2106  1eL1  1876 
' 
'' 
ITALIE  2770  2336  2649  2358  3')77. 
PAyS-BAS·  7  10  10  '1 0  -·-
'  '  , 
B~!-GIQUE  1488  747  840  573  540 
-
L!JXE:·i80URG  711  -4 7.0 
0  0  3?4  395  '~427 ' 
-
' 
;  ) 
'  P.OY li\JioiE -UNI  30??  269:)  - 2t38  2437  21/i6 
, 
C/,NEr~ARK  127  113  '  145  135  132 
IRLA'VDE  71  - ,  30  42  18  38 
C0i';;1LirJAUTE  '  .  15655  11234 '  12J35  11270  117.10 
i  \ 
,·  ;  ' 
---··  - -. 
• 
'·r ,.  A·~-e_  .L T  J\3L.Efl.U  - 5 ·a 
o  STI\UCTUI::E  D::  !.. ..  ~.  PRCD 1 .JCTION  .D
1AUTRES  ACIERS  r1ARCHMWS  DANS  LA  COi·ir~UNi;UTE 
---------~-~l-~~-----------~-----------------~--------------------------
\  (en 1pourcentage) 
7  ~ 
1978  1974  1975  '  1976  1977 .  . 
.  . 
-
..  : 
, 
ALLE~·1AGNE  29,7  23,6  26,7  ?6;2  26,7' 
FRMlCE  17,5  17,1  17,5  16,3  16,0 
lTALIE  17,7  .  20,1  22,0  25,3  26,3. 
'  p;\YS-2AS  '  0,1  0,1  _0, 1  - -
B!::LGIOUE  •  9,5  :6':3  7_,0  5,1  4,6  ; 
LUXEI·:2~URG  ~;o  ..  '  3'  3  .  3,5  '  3,7  - 4,5  , 
ROY ;,:.;;(E-U:H  19,8  22  6  21,9  22,1  21,3 
.  ,  .  o.r..w:.l·lt,RK  0,8  1~0  1,2  1,2  1,1 
IRLMIDE  0,5  0,2  0,3  0,2  C,3 
.  co:~:·iU~IAUTE  100,0  108,0  1CO,O  .  I 
1 CJ,Q  100,0 
\ 
:  : 






.;  ,..~...,. 
.... 
PR()~tJCT I O:l  D 
1 AIJT~'E S. fie I enS  : 1J•f-:CHM'~DS  DA~~S  L/\  (0:-;·~u::/;JTE 
VA?.lATICr:s  Pf..P.'Rl·?PORT  A 197l, 
\  \  (1974  = 100) 
. 
~ 
:  ..  . 
197ft.  1<,?75  1976  , 1977 
' 
. 
- ALLEi~AGNE  1GO,b ·  .  73,1  69,i  63,(:,  -· 
FRh.!~CE  100,0  74,4  77,0  I 
67,3  -
ITALIE  100,0  86,1  95,6  1C},2  ,  I 
,.  ,  PAYS-GAS  100,0  11.2,9  . 142,9  ,  . it.2,9 
I 
BcLGIC.UE  _  100,0'  SJ,2  56,5  33,5  .. 
· ·-lUXt::::JOU:\G  100,0  66; 1  - - . 
55,6  55,4 .. 
100,0 
.•  ROY ,;u:·:E"':'UNI  £6,3  85,1  ''  BG,3  . 
Dtd~G-1/\RK  100,0  92,9  ,  _114,2  106,3 
tRLA~JDE  100,0  42,3  59,2  -25';4 
- -
I 















.  !  ..  36,3 
: 






'.  - . 
.  I  .l_.  ______  ---~----·--------·---.  -. 
TABLU1U  - 5 t; ~.(t  -::L  Tablc-::u  6 
PRODUCTIC.;l  t::  COILS  1\  CHfJ..:O  Di. 1;S  U.  CO.'';:·Hntd)~·::  ( " ' 
I , . 
f; .... 
en  1  COO  : cr.nr:s 
ANNEE 





f.LLEMAGNE  15.332  10.821  13.507  13.787  14.307 
'  fRANCE·  8.541  6.497  8.787  9.563  10.293 
... 
!H.LIE·  6.262  5.288  6.276  6.193  6.349 
'  ; 
PI, YS-BAS  3.624  2.556_  3.202  3.094  3.448 
' 
J~LGIQUE  5.996  4.359  - 4.909  5.596  6.596 
1 
t,.UXE:'.BOURG  470  371  404  436  433 
r:oY /,u:t.E -u:·-n  6.016  4.322  5.679  5.374  5.286 
DM;Ef1ARK  -- . -- '  -- -- -- . 
' 
lRLANDE  . -- -- -- -- -- I 
I 
co:l:·~UNAUTE  ~6.  241  ..  3lt.214  42,764  4/t.  ()!, 5  46.712  I 
. L. _________ -----~--
I 
!  ··----·  ~--
(1)  pour  utilis~tion dirccte  et  pour  reta~in~~c.-.. "'!."0: .• ,.~- ..  -•.;..._,r~-··--~·.<::-..l  • ....----'- ... _,_.  __  ....... .__  > 




.  .. 
.-
,...  A~e..-:1.. 
STRUCT•_;P~  );::  LA  PP.::-DUCTIO:~  DE  COILS  A  Ciji-.J::>  D/,~iS  LA  CO:'i~:.J::;i;E  ........  ..... 
( 1) 
____________ ..;-__________ .:..---------------------~-----·----- ___ ..;. ____ _ 
,.  \  Cen  :::.cu~centJgc) 
~ 
. 
1974  '  1975  1976  1977 
.  '  '  I  """ 
AL!_E:-iAGNc  33,2  31,6  31 ,6·  31,3 
' -
FRA:<CE  18,5  19,0  20,5  21,7 
~ 
lTALIE  13,5  15 ,,5  14,7  14~1 
P/,YS-BAS  ..  '  . 7,8  7,5  7,5  7,0 
'  . -
·B::LGI CUE  •  13,()  .  12,7  11,5  12,_7 
tUXGH:>OUf!G  . -·.  '  1,0  1,1  '  -·  ; 0,9  1,0 
.  ' 
. P.OY f,u:~E  -U:'H  13,0  12,"6  13,3  12, 2' 
D  t-.~~ t :·tAR K  -- _  _.  -- . --
' 
IRU.W>E  -- -- -- --
- I 
co;.·,:,.,(mAUTE  . 100,0  1  Q:) ,0 '  .  .  10~,0 '  1  oo ,a·· 
.  . 





- _____  • ___  .;._  _____  j ________ 
'•  -.  .....  ..,  .. 




















A~fl  -1..  Tf..:::U:/.IJ  - 6  0 
~  .. ·· 
PRC~t.-'CTIO.iJ  DE  COILS  /1  C~M)D  DMIS  LA  COi·H·liJWIUTE 
··  ... ~  VARlATIOIJS  PAR  Rr'\PPORT  A  1974  (1.971+  = 100)  ( 1) 









ALLEi:AGN€  100,0  70,6  88,1  89,9  93,3 
I} 
FRM~CE  .  100,0  76,1  i02,9  112,0  120,5 
'  ITALIE  100,0  84,4  100,2  98,9  ., 01,4 
"  PAYS-OAS  100,0 
\  .70,5  8S,4  85  4 .·  95,1  . ,  I 
'  I 
BELGIQL'~  !  1  0),0  72,7  81,9  93,4  '110,0  I 
'  , 
LUXE1~30:JRG  :  100,0  78,9  > r. _,  .· 86,0  92,8  '  92,1" 
'  ·ROY /,u:~E-u:n  100,0  71,8  94,4  89,3  87,9 
DMIG\.\HK  . 
'  -- -- -- -- --
IRLMiDE  -- -- -- -- --
co:'.i·:Ut;AUTE  100,0  71. ,o  .  92,5  95,3  101,0 
l  : 
.l.  _____ 
)  -. 
~1)  - pour  u:ilisJtion dirccte  e:  pour  '  .  rc l<il!;1 r'::>'?C .-,--'- ·-
I  1 ~:>r "•  • TS  &  A';·,r-s  trr  ..  .;·.J~l  ~~~~: . ..:t 
. 
P  A  Y  S 
'  '  197ft 
I 
I 
._- . \  ... ....  - i  •\L'  r.·  ··G~·c  ....  72,6 
I  fR. 'dF  88,6  I  I  ':'·"-.: 
n:.L.:.E  "  90,1  I  . 
i 
/  I 
75,0  ;  P.HS-J!,S  .  ·- --
I  .•  I  GE~G·I  QUE  .. 
68~3  •  I  I  LV<E.'·'30URG  100,0 
I  - ..  .  I  R/'Yf'"'~  U''I  90  ... 9  \v  ,,_·,-,t,- ·• 
!  Df,~Jt::-:,;RK/J nA  'J ~E  100,0 
! 
/  '  I  j 
I  r~·:.······tuTE 






T11!JX  D'UTILISAT,Io:;_o;:s  _TR:.J~s  A  PROFILES  LtG::~s 
::r  ~E3  :;;u;It:'S  1\  .CO!LS  Di;'IS  LES  PAY3  DE  LA  c::r-:··:u::,\uTE 
---------------------------------------··------------
(  en  pour~cntage) 





1975  1976  1977  1978·  . 
I  1974  1975 
54,4  51,6  I \  4~,2  47,7.  82,2  56,8 
I.  - 7'0,9  64,8.  61  ~4:  I  67,5  82,5  56,0 
.  70,4  74,9  ·.  8'J,2  71,~  .  e'J,8  ..  47,3 
- ,, 
I  . 
' ..  "5?;  1  ??·,5  62,3- 6"'  ,  .....  _60,0,  - ..  83,?: 
I_ 
.  "  _,',.} 
'  '  34,7  40,3  35,7 
.. 
'·2,8  59,4  89,6-
I  . 
ss  e  49,1  43,7  4.7,0  83,3 .  66,7  '  , 
69,0  .  75,8  '  67,4  .  6?,3  e1,2  53,9 
i 
79,5  71,3  66,7  '66,7  -- -
' 
:  : 
6S,6  61', 5  c-r- - 6f'J,t..  e·2, 1·  55,3  .JI,) 
'  -
---· 




C 0  I  L S  . 
·<' 
c 
'  1976  )  1977  1973  - .-
'. 
69,6  63,0_  7J,t. 
72  1 .  '75~6  78,6  l 
'  .  ,  '  . 
56,7  St.,  9  -57,3  I  64,0  59,6'  65 ,I.  I 
65,3  -- 62 ... 9  7"i,/} 
66,7  '66,7  65,7  . 
I 
78,1  66,7  66,7 
-- -- --
I 
:  I 
67,8  65,7  6?,C  - : 
Q 
' 
-·  ·--·---1 A ""'~"',..,..a  .A- ..-,...,r ,.,,.  u'='  ~·v-r.~~  ~~  ,£_=-'  1 u  l~·  .,.  - • ..... 
, 
DcST!~;/,T!Oi-i  A l  'EXPORTATlC~I  Ei  /1U  /'lARCHE  li'JT(fUEUR  DE  LA 
PP.O)i.!CTlO'J  cc·::-~·,;:i;,U'T/dRE  DE  Ro:~)::;  1-.  t:.:To:;,.  D'AUTRES  LM1Hlt:S  1·1A2CHM~DS  ET  DE  COILS 
.,~ 
en  1000  tonncs 
t,n 
I 
:  Ror.d~\ a be~on  ·  ·  I  Autre s  c:c i crs  na rchunds  Coils  (1)  "• 
Produi~s  '  j  . 
-·  .  ,  r 
Exparta~icnl  c  \.  I  .  tr-,·  'b''  I  ~  .  E  .  .  'b'l 
Prcdu~tion  Pro  uct_IO!i·  Ex;::>orta~.1onl ~1sporn  1 •·: Pro  ... t.:ct1on·  >.;:>ortatlon  D1sporn  ;  • 
n~·e  vers  les  ,pour  te  ~Jr  vers  ~es  pour  le  ~ar  .JJcrs  les 
Pays  tiersjch~  int~ru  Pays  tiers  ch~  int~r~  P'a'ys  t i r. rsl 





?It  9.881  2.411  7.470  15.655  6.533  9~122  46.241  1.555  '44.6.36  I 
I 
10 
?5  7.922  1.307  6.615  11.884  4.192  7.692  31  •• 214  1.826  32.  3~3 
., 
'  I 
I 
~ 
.  ., 
76  8.582  1.423  7.159  12.035  3.597  '8.438  42.764  1.423  41.336 
1  77  "  7.741  1  ~ 197  6.544  11.270  3.495  .7.775  44.045  3.183  40.862 










:  . A  ~  -~ ':  E  -E . 
I  '  •·  ·. 
! 
r 
i  I  , 




~ J  . 
r  c- 1975  ---
- '  -
1976 
1977 









,4·~~  -:-L 
DESTINATION  A L'EXPO~TATION ET  AU  M~RCHE  INTERIEUR  DE  LA 
PRO~UCTIO:J  CC~MUWAUTAIRE  DE  RONDS  A BETON,  ~ 1 A0iRES LAMINES  MARCH~ND 
fT  DE  COIL$ 
\ 
(  en  pourcent~~e) 
A  s::.io~J 
.  .  I .. 
Tf.,!'.',_r;.:j- ~  -3- ------------------
proc'uction  Exp-::>rt.vers 
.  ·  AUTREs 'Aoces  """"""os  .1  .  c',o ·I  L s  <1J  =;:1 
di'spcnib. 1  pr~ducti  on  Ex~ort.  ve r, di spoolb ., produc; i.cn  EXport. ve rs d' s;>on Ob 
- tes  pays  pour  t~ ·  les  pays·  p.J"Jr _le _  les  p~n  p:,,;:- t~ 
t i e'rs  ·r·1a~c~e  _  .  ti~rs  I  r:!crc~f  tief's  f<;~c~& 




100,0  24,4  75,6 
I 
100,0/  41,7  / 58,3  100,0  3,4- 95,6 
.  -
-- :  ; 
'100,0  16,5  83,5  1oo,o  .. 
j  '  3>5 ,3  !:  -6!.,7  _100,0  5,3  94,7  ' 
: 
--
100,0  16,6  83,4  100,0  29,9  70,1  10G,O  3,3  96,7  . 
-- ' 
10~,0  15~5  84;,5  100,0  31,0  - 69,0  100,0  7,2  . I  92,6 
.  ' 




-- '  -- J:  1  : 
I -. 
0 
(1)  - ?OUR  UT:USATIOi'l  DIR~CTE (I  POUR  RELf,;.ara~GE.-RETROSPECTIVE  REVIEW  OF  PRICE  POLICY  FROM  MAY  1977 
TO  END  MAY  1979 
For  over  t~o and  a  half years,  the  Commission  has  been  applying·a  range  of 
measures  designed  to  raise the selling prices of  steel  products. 
This  action  has  included  both  internally ~nd ext~~nally directed meapures.-
INTE2NALLY  DIRECTED  MEASURES 
The  Com~ission has  taken  the  following  action. 
In  May  1977: 
In July 1977: 
In January 1978: 
it  set  minimum  prices  for  concrete  reinforcing bars.and 
guidance  prices  for  a  first  series of  main  products, 
i.e.:  cold  reduce~ sheet,  hot  ~glled, hot  rolled plates, 
wire  rod,  merchant  bars,  sections  and  beams; 
it added  hot  rolled coils  and  narrow strip to the  List 
of  products  carrying  guidance pnjces; 
it set  minimum  prices  for  hot  rolled coils  and  merchantbars; 
at  the  same  time  the  tist of  products  carrying  g~id~~ce 
it tightened  up  the  Decision  on  minimum  prices  by: 
- limiting the  total  amount  of  rebates still allowable 
in price  lists  (while  acknowledging  the validity of: 
of  rebates  to users  for  indirect  export,  with  an 
obligation to  make  monthly  declarations  the~eof), 
imposing  minimum  prices  on  ~~evious contracts  Ct~o~ 
month  period granted),  with~ provision  for  authorised 
exemption  of independent  producers  using  hot  roll~d 
. wide  strip for  re-rolling or  for  the  production of 
tubes  or  cold  rolled sections; 
defining  the  products  subject  to the minimum  price 
requirements  in  terms  of  shape,  dimension  and 
·quality~ 
A  riu~ber of  arrange~en~s were  adopted  to give  practical  erfeet  to  and  strengthen-
these  measures: 
' 
certificates of  conformity  in primary  form  to take  effect ·from 
'l  J <in\,!  <'I ry  ., ?7  8 ," t: 
2 
the deposit  system  fo~ five  monthi,  from  July to  November-1918, 
the ~e~, more  complete  form  of  certificate of  conformity after 
November  1978,  to  make  possible better supervision of  oper~tions. 
·~  •  '  t\  \  .... 
Meisur~s were  also  taken  i0  respect  of  the  merchants  and  itockhoLders: 
obligation  frdm  1  Jariuary  1978 to adhere  to the prices  appfied 
by  the  producers  for  sal~s from  merchants•  stocks  and  to  submit 
I  . 
c~rtificates of  conformi~y  fo~  t~e  th~ee products  subjected to 
minimum  price  restrictions, 
from  June 1978,  extension of  these obligations.to all  merchants• 
sales, i.e.  inclusion of  dire6t  sales, 
from  1 January  1979,  obligation to 
.  . 
for  certain  hot  rolled  sheet  sizes 
products  obtained  mainly  from  hot 
adhere 1 ~o·the producers•  p~ices 
and  foh  narrow  strip~ i.e  •.  for 
rolled  wide  strip. 
:  [•  ll 
These  measures  were  supervised on  a  continuous  basis  by  the  Commission 
:departments  concerned,  in  cooperation  with  the  Member  States•  administratio~s: 
•  examination  of  thousands 6t  certific~tes of ~onformity and 
intervention  in  cases  of  blatant  abuse, 
·- che~ks with  pro~u~ers·and merchants,~ 
-.  triggering of  sanction· procedures  and  the  imposition of  fines~ 
EXTER~ALLY DjRECTED  MEASURES 
From  1  January  1978: 
reference prices at  the  borders of.the Community  published;-
)  anti-dumpin~ procedures  against  offendi~g third  countries~ 
bilat~fal  a~rao~ements with  the  main  third countries  exporting 
to  the  Community, 
.. 
supervision of  imports  (quantities  and  prices)  by  means  of  the· 
I  . 
system  of  automat~c  licences, 
rapid  return of  i~port statisttcs,  ... 
many  consultations  with  third countries  to settle disagreements. 
All  t~2se  ~eisures were  pursued  to  in~re~singl~ better effect  with  the 
national  a~m~nistrations.  The  mechanisms  invoLved CONCEPT  OF  MINIMUM  AND  GUIDANCE  PRICES 
First Df  all it is  ~orth  recalling~he tru• meaning  of the  minimum  and 
guidance  pri·ce  concepts.;. si  nee  several  mistaken· interpretations. have. arisen. 
The  minimum  price  concept  is applicable to  the  basis price  according to the 
it involves  an  price  List· and  relates  to  the  bas·ic  quality of  the-:product: 
t 
obligation to  introduce  the  minimum  basis  price  when  the  price  list  contains 
·a  basis price  which  is  lower.,  although  all  undertakings  remain  tree  to 
publish or  retain a  basis  price  which  is  higher. 
The  guidance  ·pri~e  concept  is applicable  in  the  same  ~ay except  that  there 
is  no  obligation:.  'it  is  a  "recommended"  price  which  the  producers  ar.e ·inv.ited 
to  introduce voluntarily. in their price  lists. 
But  as  soon  as  a  guidance  price  ~s  ~ntroduced by  a producer into his price 
list, it falls under  Article 60. 
In fact:. 
Article  60  rules: 
the  producer's  own  price  list constitutes the  maximum  which  the  · 
producer  may  reauire  the  buy~r to pay, 
the  minimum  price is the. most  favourable  price  resulting  fr6m 
alignment  with  the terms  of  a  competin~ price  List. 
The  provisions on  minimum  or  guidance  prices are thus  based  upon  observance 
of  Article 60  ~nd the various· Decision~ taken  for  its  i~plementation  i~ 
respect  of  comparable  transactions. 
LEVELS  OF  MINIMUM  AND  GUIDANCE  PRICES  · 
Hini~um prices  and  guidance  prices  were  adopted: 
in order  to alleviate  the  effects of  the precarious  financiat 
r  situation of  undertakings  which  were  jeopardizing the  attainment 
::-~,·  "'.  ·,~.:.-.  ••  -.,_-~.:.  ~  ,.....,~  ...  ••  f!'t"""",  ~.'.'!?$  0.;.,  +-"""- crl'r  T,.,._  .. V  -- _...  __ .,.  0'  ,.._  .;  - " .. .._.  ,  - \l  - - ..  '-'- -""'  - -.~.-r:  -"-'~'- :.~c  ......  c~  ~~  ..........  ,r~  ,..,  ,.-:c  .. e  .); 
in order  to  increase  the  revenue  of  these  un~ertakings  fro~  :~~~r 
•I 
sales  so  that  such  revenue,  together  \.lith  the  unde;:.takings•  ow:; 
funds,  could  be used  as  it  should  for  i.mplementing  the  necessary '!''  • 
A~.c. 1..  - · 4 
restructuring measures; 
with  refe·rence  to the  preduct ion  costs of  an  average  undertaking; 
in  keeping  with  the  market  trends  • 
.  . '  '  ~  '  .... 
Nevertheless,  it was  necessary to prevent  minimum  prices  and  guidance prices 
bringing about  a  distortion of  competition  which  would  place  the  steel 
industry  in~  pri~ileged position  in. comparison  with  the  other  economi~ 
t 
s~ctors, or  disturbing  foreign  trade  in either exports  or  im~orts.  Account 
had  td be  t~ken of  the  general  economic ·policy  objecti~es and  both  the 
legitimate  interests of  the  steel  consuming  undertakings  ~nd· their  competitive 
position. 
It  was  als6 necessary  to  take  into account  not Dnly  the 'market  situation but 
also  the  extensive  flucfuat1ons  which  took  place. inrmonetary parit-ies.  , 
Fr'o:n  April  i977  to  Decemb'er.  1978,  i.e. 'between.the first  a-nd  the ·Last  price 
publication,  currencies  moved  within  a  range  of  +6X  for  the 'German  mark  to 
-11X  for ·the  lira.  i' 
.. 
A docu~ent  has  been  drawn  up  describing  the  various  phases  in the  increases 
or -adjustments  of  prices  which  the  Com-mission  has  undertaken.  '  . 




-the  minimum  prices for  concr-ete  reinforcing  bars  have  always,  been 
maintained  at  th~ir initial  Lev~ls and  their variations  have  been 
caused  by  currency  fluctuations; 
the  in~reases over  the-four  phases  from  September  1977  to July  1978 
mainly  affected  hot  rolled flat  products; 
ihey  were  very  Limited  for  wire  rod; 
on  1;he..-':lther  hand,_  -
prices  have  remained  pr.Jcti'cally  'uncha!')g~d  from  1  Juty·1978  _excep~ 
for  reasons  of  monetary  adjustment;  the  present  lev~ls are 
I 
therefore  those  set .almost  18- months  ago· 
.  / 
the  C6mmission's action  has  led  to the  list prices ·being  raised 
to  levels  compatible' 'with_t'he  objectives pursued  • 
• 1. 5 
It  goes  without  saying  tha~the  increase~· introduced  in the .producers' 
pri·ce  lists are  reflected.variousl-y according  'l:o·the  currency  in  whic.'h  these 
~rices  ~~ere  expressed,  since the  increases  were  steeper  for  currencies 
·o~hich  devalued.  . '  '  ~. 
It  is also  clear that  the  rates of  price  increase  which  can  be  observed 
thro~gh the, price  list.s  are· very 'often theoretical.·  They  do  not  al;.oays 
co~rcspond to effective  rates.of price  increase,  even  if only  for  the  simple 
reason  ~hat many  sales  ~re transacted on  ari  alignment  basis,  which  necessarily 
me~ns a  reduction  in prices  in  relation to the  undertaking's  own  price  List. 
Motcover,  alongside  current  transactions,  there  is •  volume·o~. non-compar~ble 
tran::;a::tions  or  trJnsactions  involving  special'  f~atures for  wr.l.ch  tht•  prices 
are  rather  different •. 
i  ~~ 
It  is difficult  to  gauge  the  impact of  the  price policy pursued  by  the 
Commissiion  for  approximately  two  and  a  half  years. 
f~cts may  be  observed. 
Market  prices  have  risen by: 
e-12~ for  wire  rod 
Nevertheless,  certain 
12-17%  for  hot  rolled  wide  strip and  cold  reduced  sheet 
20-25~ for  merc~ant  bars  and  beams  and  sections 
and  more  for  concrete  reinforcing bars. 
25-30%  for  hot· rolled  sheet 
and  more  for  narrow  strip. 
The  fairly  low  rate of  increase  in  the prices  for  wire  rod  can  be  explained 
/ 
by  the  fact  that  prices  were  ~elatively high  in April  1977. 
The  present  market  price  for  hot  rolled  wide  strip does  not  yet  cover  the 
production  costs  for  an  average  undertaking. 
On  ihe other  hand,  the  increase  in the pr\ces  for  merchant  bars,  beams  and 
sectio~s ar.d  concrete  reinforcing bars  has  enabled  undertakings  to  improve 
The  ~ncrease in  the prices  for  hot  rolled sheet,  although  significant, is 
~t;~l  no~  satisf~ctory in  view  of  their extremely  low  level  in April  1977. The  continuing  rise  in  production  costs  will  in  the  futur·e  requi.re  a  further 
increase  in the'prices  of  st~el products.  ~Y 1.1ay  of  a  corr.parison, ·t.he 
general  iridex  of  consumer  prices  in  the. Community  has  incre~sed by  over  40% 
since  1975,  the  year  in  wh~ch the  steel  crisis began •  •  ' ....  '1\  •..• 
FOB  EXPORT  PRICES 
Export  prices  have  nbt  by  any  means  contributed 1~ improving  the  r~renue of 
undertakings  - quite 'the  contrary  ..  Prices on  the  world  market,  1.1ith  the· 
excep.tionof  concrete  reinforcing bars  which  seLl  at  more  or  less- equal 
prices,  are still on  avera.ge  3-10/.  lo01er  than  the prices on  the  Community 
·market  and  even  more  for  cold  ~educ~d sheet. 
\ 
FOB  prit :s.which,  with  the· excep_tion  of  cold  reduced  sheet,  were  well
1  abo;;e 
. Corr.~uni\y prices  in  1974,  fell  back  by  over  half. d,uring  the  second  half of 
1977.  In  relation  to. that  period· of depressiop; ·however,  the  improvemen·t 
.  .  '  .  - . 
ii significant  -approximately 30-35%- but  we  are still at two-thirds  the 
level of prices obtaining  in  1974~ 
The  dec·L~e.in·the value of  the  US  dolla·r  continues to  weigh  heavily:on  the 
produc~rs'  effor~s. 
. COMPARISON  BETWEEN  USA :'AND  JAPAN 
In  the  United  States,  where  the.main  undertakings  have  already  been  reporting 
successive quarterly gains  for  over  ~  year,  th~ last  pric~ rises this summer 
,I 
have  boosted  price  lists to double theiy January  1974  levels. 
lt  js only  in  concrete  reinforcing bars  that  the  American  ex-:works  pr'ice  is 
low~r than  our  guidance price,  but  that  is  ~bove our  mini·mum  prices.  Thi 
American.prices  are  more  or  less  identical  to our  ~uidance prices for  wide 




Th~ Japanese  prices  hav~ also  risen  substantially _iri~ecent times.·  ~in~e 
January -1978,  for  example;  t.he  dealers;  domestic· rates to  consumers  have 
increased by  some: 
.•·' 
.. ! .. 20-25i..for both  hot  rolled plate and  sheet  and  cold  reduced sheet 
25-30%  for  merchant  bars  (angles) 
., 
30-40%  for solid cross  section  merchan~ bars,  i~cluding concrete 
rei nfor"c i' ng "bar's  .. 
Seams  have  only  increased by  approximately  10%  but  their prices are  high~ 
j 
Generally  speakingP  the  Community  pricei striven for  by  the  Commi~sion  compa~e 
favourably  with the  ~merican. and  Japanese  home  prices  .. 
Tables  in annex 
Trends  in steel  product  pl"i ces 
1o  Minimum  prices  in  EUA 
.2.  Guidance  prices in  EUA  · 
3o  FOB  export prices 
4.,  Prices - USA,  comparison  t:.~ith  the Community 
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- '  I  J  •,  •  . .  , The  information  coru::erni ng  the  t tend  of  i:ost s  between  aut~:mm 1'978.  and 
autu:':ln  1979  ·is  base.Q  on  contr-ibutions  by  the 'irorv and  stet>l -industry  and  . '  ~.  . ..  . 
avail~ble statisticso  Considering  t~e complexity of  making  returns  and 
the  professional  secrecy  d~pe~t, this  irif~rmation can  only  provtdc  general 
indicaiion~ and  show  general  tendencies  in  the  movement  of  costs. 
.  .,., 
·  I il€ 
.effects of  structura~  reorga~ization, the savings  ~chievcd in  ihe  dse  of 
energy  and  labou~ and  better utilisation of  cap~ci~ies are  taken  into 
corisider~tio~  in  the  calculaticin  Qf  ihe data  on  the  trend of  costsD 
1...  .!_rend  of_  iron  and  steel  plants~  __ costs  'in  ~he Communit:[  betwe~~ 
autur:m_1.9I_~  ..  ~_n2_  autum~~r  tonne  '?..L,,!5!!,~Shed  PC?duc_!~. 
i  .. 1..  Labour 
Labour  costs 'in  the  Community  increased bett<een  September  1978  and 
September  1979 by  an  average  of  6Xa 
In this  ·figure .are .induded  th·e  effects of  savings  due  to staff 
reducfions·and  oth~r·measures concernihg  the  improvement  of· 
proquc  t i vity"  In certairi countries  the efforts  in  questi~n have  to 
a  certain extent  bee~ instrumental  in absorbing  the  i~crease in.wages. 
1 o2 a  Ener·u 
The  increase  in energy costs  based  on  coal~ the  most  important  form 
.  .  . 
of  energy  for  the  iron and  steel  industry,  averages  1%  for  the  .. 
Communityi  this being attributable to  tong-term  con~racts  con~luded 
by  the  irbn and  steel  industry  in  certain  ~9untries and_to  the-
savings  achieved  in  the·use of ~n~rgy. 
/ 
Electricity costs,  which  are considerable  in  th~ case bf  the electric 
steel plants  in  p~rticular, increased by  13%·between~Se~tember 1978 
~nd·s~ptembe~  1979~  The  price of-heavy  fu~l oil plays  a  lim~ted 
pari~  -The  increas~  amount~ to  50Xo  . 
u  In integrated  ~Lants~ over  ~O%.gf the·tataL  ener9y  G05ts  are  due  to 
coal..  As  far  as  mini··plates  ate_  c.onc~~f'IE:~d.,.  .the  costs of·etectrical 
.  . 
energy  amount  to almost  80% .of  the  tott<al  energy  consumption  costs,,' 
' 
:z  - '• 
""" .. 
2 
1  .. 3..  I ron  ores 
The  increase  in iron ore  consumption  costs  between  September  1978  and 
September  197(}.  amo~nted to more  than  9% .. 
1~4o  Scrap 
The  increase  in' prices tor  scrap differs ma·Mcedly  from  one  country to 
I 
another  <27-50%)0  The  average  Community  increase  bet~een September 
1978  and September  1979  was  38%  for  the  best  qualitiesa  The  propor-
tion of  scrap per tonne of  crude steel  tends  to diminish  in  favour 
of  increasing  consumption o·f'pig iron if the pr'i\ce  of  scrap  rises  .. 
1  .. 5"  Alloys 
The  cost  of  alloying metals  increased on  ~he average of  32%  between 
September  1?78 and  Septembe~ 19790  As  regards  ordinary  steel~only 
ma~~~nese (price  increase  of  10-15%)  and  silicon  (increase by  40%) 
have  any  real  significance.  The  proportion pf  alloy-meta( costs 
is  less  than·2% of  the total production costs; 
'  .,  .; 
1 
1  .. 6o  Other  costs 
' , .. 7  0 
Th~ other .costs  have  increased by  9%.  These  are  in particular· 
.  maintenance  and  repai~  costs~nd certain overheadsa  They  represent 
more  than  20%  of  the total production  costs per  tonne of  finished 
product., 
Total  cost 
-
The  increase  in the  Community  iron and  steel  industry's.total 
J_  production between  September  1978  and  September  1979  amounts  o~ the 
average  to  8-9%  per  tonne  of  finished  product~ allowing  for  the 
effects of  structural  reorganization,  savings  and  better use  of 
capacities,  which  account  for  over  5%.  This  increase  in  costs 
primarily affects integrated plants.·  As  far  as  mini-pla~ts are 
con~er~ed,_production costs  rose  by  20%  betwien  September  1978  and 
September  1979  o~ing to an  increase in prices of  electricity and 
scr.ap"? 
I  '\o 
.,/  .. 2 .. 
.·  r"  0 
Estimat~ of  the  trend of  the  Communitt  iron  and  steel  1ndustry's 
production  costs  in  1980 
I\. 
The  following  factors  in particular will  cause  pro-ductio~· costs  to 
rise  in  1980: 
A·  lower  level  of  utilization of  capaci·tiesp  resulting  fr:om·  an 
I 
estimated  reduced  production  for  1980. 
' 
The  renego~iation of  contracts  for  the.supply~f ir6n  ores~ 
A considerable  increa~e in prices  is  forese~ableo_  A rise 
in  the  prices  of  alloy metals  i.s  also expected. 
The  increase  in  pric~s·of  indigenous  energy,  especially coal, 
ard  a  probable  rise  in prices of  h~avy fuel  oil..  This 
increase  in  costs  will  b~ partly  offset  by- the  efforts of  the 
"  iron and.steel  industry  to  reduce  ene~~Y consumption. 
The  probable  increase  in  wages .. 
.  •  ']  '  ;  ! 
'"'  As  opposed .to  the .other ·cost  factors,  the price of.  scrap  could 
decrease,  probably  as  a  result  of  the  reduction  in  consumption· 
due  to the decline  in  steel  production  .. 
The  iron and  steel  industry estimates· the  increas~ in production  costs  at 
an  average  of  m6re  than  10%  for  the  Comm~nity. 





I  . . 
This  increase  could 
l  .  'I 
·\ 
1' 
.. SElF-DISCIPLINE  AND  QUANTITIES 
Como.J r"i.son  bet ween  t h.e  programm~s and  the  actual  output  of  undertaki nqs 
''· 
su~jcct  to  the  system of  voluntary  commitments  on  the limitation of  del1veries 
A balance  sheet  showing  how  welt  Community  ste~l makers  have  abided  by  ~he 
f  I  to  ~~ 
Qt.;Jrt erl y  supply  programmes  established by  the  Commission  has, been  lira1..'n  \JP 
as  from  the  fourth  quarter 61  1978,  when  a  new  method  for  laying  down  programmes 
\JJS  appl.iede 
The  ~ables in  the  Annex,  for  the nine months  between  Oc~obe~ 1~78 and  ~~ne 1979, 
the  programme  figures  and  the deliveries actually made  on  the  internal  market 
of  the  various  groups of  produc~s subject·to the voluntary discipline of  the 
programmes  a 
The  differences  between actual  output  and  the programme  figures  are  shown  in 
tonnages  and  as  percent~ges of  th~ programmeso 
It  can  be  seen  that  in genera(p  tor  the  products  as  a  whole  a~d across  the 
CommunitYu  undertakings  have  abided  by  the  progrmmes  laid doan  by  the  Commission~ 
In  the  fourth  quarter of 1978,  the  programme  targets  were  not  r~ached, the 
actual  output  of  the  underta~ings having  remained  4%  below  the  tonnages 
recommended  by  fhe  Commission;  in the  first  quarter of  1979  the  programme 
was  abided  by,  whereas  in the  second quarter it was  exceeded  by  2.6%o  ~ 
The  situation takes  on  ~ different  aspect  if instead of  considering the  ~verall 
} 
figures  the  results are  broken  down  by  country and  the  groups  of products  are 
analysed  individually~· 
L6oking  at  the  countrie~, the figures  show  t~at Italy has  consist~ntly exceeded 
the  prc~ramme figures  by  a  considerable arnounto 
, I" j,  ... 
The  only  country  where  deli~eries have  alw~ys remained  be(ow  the programme 
figures  is Germany.  All  the other  r.ountries  have  delivered more  (sometimes 
to a  considerable extent).thao the  prcJramme  ~igures recommended  by  ~he 
Commission  in one  quarter or another" 
.. ,.  I  '\  t\  •  ' ... 
With  regard  to  the  various  groups  of  products  it,~ill be  noted  thai  ~eliveri~s 
of  concrete  reinforcing 6ari which  were  still  well  above  ~he. recommended 
'  . 
figures  in the  fourt·h  Ql.tarter  subsequently fell  to  a.  substant1al  de~ree. 
Excess  deliveries of  wire  rods  were  also n.oted  as·from the· first. and  second 
-
'  quarters of  1979·,  whHe  deliveries of  hot  rolled flat  pr9ducts  were  higher 
still in the  se~ond quart~r of  1979.· 
i 
Wi ttt  rf 1ard  .to  the other products,  the  p~ogrammf;tSi were  generally  kep~  to by 
the  un(~rtakingsp  de~iveries fairly often  remai?~~ below the  p~ogram~e tonnage. 
The  continued upsurge  in excess deliveries  noted  in  respect  of  hot  rolled flat 
products  concern all, the  Community  countries  except  Ge~many and  ~tily;  on 
the  other  handp  excess  del.iveries  o1  tong  prod~cU were  quite  cQns-1dera~le i.n. 
Italy  an~_the United·kingdom,  whi~h are  the  two  c9untries  wh~~e  ther~ are  many 
- small  independent  producers~ 
Analysis  by  c6untry  and  product  ~Lso shOW$  excess  detiv~ries of  coldhreduced 
sheet  by  several  countriesm 
•f  : 
As·  a  general  concl\.1sion  it can  be  said that  the 1,programmes  for  long  products 
are  being better Tespectedo  On  the other  hand;  1 th~ amouni  of  di~ci~lin~ 
.  . 
exhibited by  ~ommunity. producers  as.  regards quantity  in the thin sheet  sector. 
andfbove  al~ in that  of  hot  rolled flats  is  rath~r  lowo 
In  anal~sing the  figures  in the  anne~ed tables  ac~ount must  be  taken••of  t~e 
that,  in certain countries6  production activity was  diirupted by  str-kes,,- .  ; 
1 which  co~ld have  caused delivery  defi~its,  com~ensated by  additional deliveries· 
in  Later quarters.; 
.:  .· 
.  I 
,I 
.. 
'  "' 
.. 
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• ANNfiX  § 
STATEMENT  ON  MINIMUM  PRICE  CONTROLS  AND  PENALTIES  IMPO~ED . 
.. 
: 
1.,  Cent rots· involv.ing_ g!:Oducers  and  de_?,lef'S
9  c.trried out  since  May  1977. 
Number  :  181 
(of  which  127  involved the producers  and  54  involved the  ~ealersl. 
2.  Nu""!ber  of certificates of  conformity submitted. to the  CO!'l'llic;sion  by  'the 
customs  authorities  from  September  1978 to the end of  October  1979  :  136.909 
These  certificates h8ve  been  sorted and  classified on  the basis of  firms. 
Certificates  from  more  than  55  firms  nave been  the subject of monthly 
cont rots.· 
.  \ 
3·.,  Penalties ·imeosed  for non-compliance  ~ith  ~he pricing  ru"l'es  since 
_;>1·  May  197~ 
' 
~ 
. 34  fines  involving 
0  2  in the  Federal  Republic of Germany  "' 
3  ir Belgium 
3  in  france 
25  in  Italy 
1  in the  Netherlands 
Aggregate  Cilmount·  :  .920  520  EUA  (appr~oJtimately Bfrs 37.000  000>  ,.., 
Comments 
-Appeal~ were  lodged  with  the  Court  of  Ju~tic~ b~ 14  firms.  On  12  July.1079 
the  Court  delivered its  j~dgmtnt in  respect of one of these  appeals 
J  <-reduction of tne  fine  but  firm ordered .to p·ay  costs>., 
As  regards  the other 13·appealsp  the  Advoc~t~-General ··is  expected  to 
deliver  his opinion on  5  December  1979  and.the  judgments  are expected 
early  in 1980  .. 
Four  draft deei5iefts  on  ~0nstti@s ~r~ eurrtntl~ bw:n;  serytini~@d. ynder 
the  enabling ·procedureo  '  ' 
.1. 4. 
,, 
~.-- ',  \~_h,__:~-->.t (._  ~-:, 
~- \.: 
A~ar~ from  .the  34  ~nes mentioned  above,  64 -warning  letters  have  been 
sent  to  firms  or  dealers  (slight  under~quotations; erroneous  appl·icaticn 
.  . 
of  alignm~nt rules ~r CommissioA  decisions)Q 
. 
'  '  l'l  .. 
.A  number  of  explanatory" le-tters  have  also been  for·warded  in order  to 
correct  ~ertain f,indings c 
..... 
;..  tot  at  of  111  proc'eed.ings  have  been  insti·tuted against  firms  9·r  dealers 
;iho  would  appear  to  have  failed to observe  the  ruleso 
N.B. 
(a.)  Since  1 -Januar·y  1979,  hearings  have  been  held  for  39  firms ·in order  to 
,enable oral  observations  to  be  submitted _on  the  infringments  in  issue. 
I 
These  ~earings have  all  been  incorporated  in; minutes,  which  have  been 
forwarded  to  the  firms  concerned  for  approval~ 
(b)  29  penalty  pr~teedings are  in progress at  t~e present  time,  some  of 
them  being  at  a  very  advanced  stag~. 
5o  ~~st~nce .O.L ,ce_!'_t_ i.f~.~_o.n_f_orm  i !_t 
1 
Sinte  1  .December  1978,  we  have  been  ~otified of 1·807  cases  of  absence 
of  certificates of  co~fo~mity by  the  Customs  ~~thorities.  In  evefy  cage, 
explanations  and  trade ·aocuments  have  been  cat'ted  for  from  the  firms· or 
dealer~  con~erned. 
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. ANNEX  6 
STRUCTURAL  REORGANIZATION  OF  THE  "COMMUNITY  IRON  AND  STEEL  INDUSTRY 
...  '  ~ . 
1o  1974-1979  period 
During  the  1974-1979 period  the  investment  policy aims  and  the  structuFeS 
of  production  and  plants  were  radically changed  in  atmos~ the  ~hote of  the 
Com~unity iron and  steel  industry~ 
lt  ~as mainly  as  from  1977  that  the  changes  were  seen to be  highly 
significant,  which  is explained  in particular by: 
~  the. persistence of  a  low  level  of  production  in  contrast  to  the  previous 
tendencies,  whic~ ionfirms  the  structural  character oi the crisis, 
characterised by  very  low  production capacfty utilization factors; 
a  general.awareness of  the necessity to  revise  dowriwards  the  metiium- _,.... 
term  development  of  needs; 
a  more  and  more  cr~~ical financial  situation  for~the undertakings,  ~ 
which  involved  them  in  investment  efforts with  p~i6rity given  to  an 
improveme~t of  competitiveness  and  a  reduction of  costs  rather than 
to  an enlargeme~t of  production  potential~ 
After  a  constant  ~nd rapid"rise of  production  ca~acities it was  only as 
from 1977  that  the  Community  iron and  ste~l  industry 0s  development  projects 
showed  a  downward  trend  compared  \:lith  previotis  planso 
For  various  reasons 6  how~verp  this drop_  remained.·limited  in comparison 
with  the  ex~ected development  of  needs: 
several  investment  projects adopted  during the  years prior to 1974 
reached  maturity  in fhe  very  ~eart of  the crisis.  Between  1974  and 
1979  the  increase  in  cr~de steel production  wa~ 12%;  in the  Community 
potential  over  the  same  period  production  had  fallen  by  19%; 
decisions  to  reduce  excess  capacities are often officially announced 
o  long  time  after  the  actual  closure of  the plants  concerned~  In 
other  words,  nominal  capacities are often  ru~in~ain~d which  are  geared 
to  ~n obsolete  tcct>~nolo'i:)y  the  y~e gf  ttihiGh  'is  !'}i l  ~~r  very  ~ow._ 2 
(ertain undertakings  fear  that  an  b~er-hasty announcem¢nt  of  th~ closure 
of  some·  of  their plants  may  hav~  ~n adverse  ettec~on the  rationalizatioh 
_:  \  -
efforts of  competing  undertakings. 
• •  •  '  l!\.  .  .  ... 
Thi~ shows·  the  extent  to  which  Commission-governed  indust~y concertation 
. is  a  m.Jj or  factor  in a  more  accurate  appreci a't"; on. o.f  the  balance  between 
supply  and.dcm~nd; 
the  effect  of  _tech':l~~al·'prpgress, even  without  noteworthy  investm~ts, 
finds  ex~ression in  far  from  negligible  increases  in the pr6ductivity of· 
plants; 
considerable  recourse  to  the  compensation principle.  The- acceptance of 
recessions  in  cert~in sectors or  ~roducts is compensated  fo~, sometimes 
to  a  very  large extent,  by  _increases  in  capacitt~s in other ·1ectors _; 
considered  to be  l~s~  vuln~rable~  This  was  particularly the  case  d~ri~g 
the  1974-1979  period  and  would  appear  very  likely to be  the  case  agai·n.., 
to  judge  by  the  results of  the 1979  survey, between  now  and  1982,  and 
especially  1983. 
The  t~ble  belo~ shows  t~e  change~ which  occurred between  1974  and  1979  in 
prqduction  capacities  for  crude  steel,  long products,  flat  products  (excluding 
coitsf)  and  coils*. 
',, 
COM:-IUNITY  - DEVELOPMENT  OF  PRODUCTION:  CAPAClTI ES  • 
1974-1979 
Crude  steel 


















1 o4%  I  I 
67.8 
0  X 
70.4  72 .o  ' 
+ 2.3 X 
.67.1  68.7, 
I  , 
- +  2.4% . 
'*Also  known  as  "hot  rolled strip  .. o 
in million of  tonnes 
~nd in.%  increase 
,i 
.  ; 
IThe  fig~res- relating to  1979  refl~ct the  intention~\of'under~ak;ngs at  the 
beginning .of  this -year  and  are  therefore. to. be. considered as. provisional. 
, 
'  '  .!  • . 
'·I ..  . 
f\··.-.1~;  ·'!-·(,~"".-~{  ......  ~~  ..  ~~~·  3  -
After  the marked  rise in  crude  steel  production potential  extending 
into  1977,  the  rate  of  growth  was  _subse_quently  very  considerably  stowed  • 
c(wn  and  the  production potential  installed during  the  following  years 
proved  to be  much  'lb~er·~han the  intentions stated in  the  preceding 
years.  Thus  production potential  planned  for  1979  is  12.·3  million 
tonnes  beyond  what  the  undertakings  intended at  the  beginning of  1976 
and  4.6 million tonnes  below  what  they envisaged  even one  yearipreviousl~. 
Such~ development  has  c•rtainly mad~ it possible to obviate  a  ~ollapse 
in utilization factors  but  it  remains  insufficient to ensure  a  long-
term  reccivery of  the  sector. 
The  relatively weak  growth  in plant  capacity  has.not  prevented  a  very 
conside~able/rationalization at  the  level of  steel-making processes. 
(The  proportion of electric  and  oxygen  steel plants  rose  from  78%  . 
in. 1974  to  94%  in 1979.) 
Furthermore,  in spite of  the  Community  iron and  steel  industry
8s 
precarious  financial  situation, not  inconsiderable efforts to  reduce 
~reduction costs  have  been  made,  notably by  a  .massive  introduction of 
continuous-casting ptantso  The  production potential  for  continuous 
casting  increased  by  over  150%  during  the  1974~1979 period,  the 
proportion of  continuously  cast  steel  rising during this period  from 
about, 12%  to  some  30%~
1 
Long  products  were  the  first  to be  affected  by  the crisis, partly DYing 
to  a~adverse trend on  the  market  but  also  beca~se of  a  r~lative worsening 
of  competitiveness  compared  with  flat products  (higher.  degree  of  plant 
obsolescence,  decreased productivity and  profitability.)  The  improve-
rnent  of  competitiveness  in this sector  has  in general  been  obtai~ed 
by  the  closure of  the  most  obsolete  plants and  by  modernization 
investments  in ~xisting plants. 
The  overatl  growth  jn the  production potential  is relatively weak 
compared  with  flat  products  or  coils*;  furthermore,  in the  case  of 
light  sections,  there  was  a  reduction  in  a~solute.terms of  1o7  million 
i 
tonnes  between  1974  and  1979Q  this  reduction being achieved  in its 
~ntirety in  1979o 
, 
*Se~ footnote  on  P~  2~ tt'\  .  t~ 
P~~~~e1''~<£!-:~~:.,  \~-;,  .  .o  4 
With  regard  to flat  products  and  coils*,  the  bulk  of  the  growth 
·took place  betw~en  1974-~nd 1977 through  the starting-up .of 
proje~ts, mainly  in  the  fields  ~f coils*  and  cold  roll~d plate, 
'  ' 
adop~ed darin~  th~ period  precedi~g this crisis.  It is also  .  ' 
towards  these  products  that  undertakings  t~rn when  they  are 
endeavouring  to~change their production structures to more 
remunerative  sectors. 
''  - -
The  dang_er  imbalances  between  supply  and  demand  shifting from 




long  produc~s to flat  products. se~ms  t~ be  increasing,  even  if 
on  the  whole,  the plants'  technical  competi~iveness has  greatt~; 
improved  during  the period  under  review. 
2.  1979-1982/198'period · 
'Ob.viously  the  figures  for  excess productioncapaCities contained  in  the 
general  objectives  for  steel  represent  only orders of· magnit.ude  an·d  an 
.  .  . 
indication:of  the  general- tendency  which  supply'should'follow 'in order 
to  adapt· better to the  conditjons of  the  market. trend.  Some  excesses 
I· 
would  be  tonsiderably decreased if undertakings  avoided  d~claring  nd~inal 
co~~citie~  fo~ certain plants instead of  the  re~l pfoduction potential, 
having  regard to their_ manufacturing  programmes  i:>r  if they  avoided maintain-
ing  in  thei~  cap~city balances  plants actually clbsed down. 
It  is  ~~erefore probable~th~t the  productio~ potential  is over-estimated 
(which  the  genera(  objectives allow for  in  the:determi~ation of  the  maximum 
\ 
utilizati~n factors;  this does  not,  however,  modify  in any  way  the 
interpre~ation of  the  gener~l 'tendency  .. 
/. 
Im~ortijnt  rationaliz~tion mo~ements have  taken place or are  taking place 
in all  the  Community  countries;  _they  have,  ~oreover, led  to a.radical 
ch.Jr.se  in, the .production-structure of  certain  und~rt"akings and  to  many 
alignments  making  for  better concentration of  ~~p~uc~ion on  thi most 




"  '  I  ,  . I 
.  '  ; 
.How~ver, in  spite of this progress problems  p~rsist for  which iolutions 
""iLl  have  to be  found  i.n.  order  to.ensure  satisf~c~ory equllibria: 
'  J1  .•· 
"' 
n ~~ 
• ',I supply  and  demand 
of the  variou~  finish~d products 
between  finished  products  and  crude  ste~lo 
These  solutions  involve  in  particula~ concertation between all the  under-
takings  concerned,  the ·governments  and  the  Commission,  so that  certain 
investments·  can  be  st'owed  down  or  certain disinvestments  speeded  upo  " 
I 
·From  the  table  below  it is seen  that  by  1982  the· rate of  growth  of  the 
production potential  will  remain  limited,  as  has  been  the  case  since  1977. 
However,  the  undertakings still envisage,  in contrast  to  the  ~xpected 
needs  of  the market,  a  certain rise in the  flat  products  and  coil~ cat~gory*. 
If, on  the  other  hand,  one  conside~s the projects envisaged  but  still not\ 
adopted  for  1983,  much  more  serious lmbalances  ar~ to be  fea~ed. 
COMMUNITY  - DEVELOPMENT  OF  PRODUCTION  POTENTIAL 
FROM  1979'TO  1982  AND  1983' 
1979 
Crude  steet  203o5 
- 0.9% 
Long  products  67.8 
+  0  .. 4% 
Flat  produc,ts* 
<except  coils)  72 .. 0 
+  Oo7% 
Coils*  68~7 
+  5  .. 1% 
1982 
201.,7 
+  1.2% 
68;,1 




+  9  .. 3% 
·1983 
205 .. 9 
69.1 
75 .. 4 
78o9 
I;  I  • 
1; 
''  ' 
in millions of  tonnes  ar.d 
in %variations  compared  with 
1979 
The  table  in  Annex  I  provides  for  the year  1983  a  comparison  of  the'trend 
of  exce~s capacities as  derived  1rom the  general  objectives for  steel  on· 
.  - the  basis of  the existing tapacities  in April  1978  and  new  data- 1982 
and  1933 - resulting  from  the  survey on  investments  in January  1979 0 
I 
.  I 
.,/  .. 
*See  footnotP  on  pm<o  I 
'  , 
Jfor  19~3 the  figures  represent  th~ projects ·envi~ag~d but  not  yet  adopted  .. 6  ...  '  ' 
\t.'h-i le  it is certain that  the  figures  thus  provided do  'not  make  it possible 
to  arrive at  an  appraisal  of  the  te~hnical adaptations  in  ~regress~ 
~hich will  bring  about  a  marked  improvement  in  the  competitiveness pf  the 
Com~uniti ifon and  steel  industry,  the  fact  remain~ that  the  i~end which 
• .  •  '  t\ 
i~ em0rging  will  not  coniri~ute, especially in  the  case  of  ~l~t  products, 
to  the  revival  of  plant  utiliz.ation-fact.ors,  an  esse.~tial  elemet')t  in  tne 
recovery  and  long-term  maintenance  of  sufficiently  remunerative  prices. 
A  spcciat ·effort  in 'this field  is still indispensable..  1  " 
A.  cutback  is  therefore  imminent_,  but  it· is far  from  attaining the  level 
desired· by  th~ latest  general  objectives  ~or· steel.  N?teworthy  differences 
exisi  from  one  region  to anothera·- Thus,  in the  crude  ~te~l sector, 
appreciable  cutbacks  are  planned  in certain  regio~s, whereas  others ·continue 
to  foreshadow  a  steady expansion  compared  with  t,h,ei r  hi stori  cal  positions 
(see_  Annex  2). 
Finally'  the Basic  Bassemar  and  open-hearth  pro.cesses,  while  not  bei.ng 
completely  phased  out  by  1~82n983, will  account, for  no  more  than_ 
approxjmately  40%  of  the total,  compa~ed with  22%  in· 1974.  Convers~Ly,  ,... 
the  very  rapid  expansion of  the  continuous-casting process  will  persist.  .  ,,  . 
In  1983 tapacities  may  well  b~  ~lmost double  their 1977  lev~l and  the  - .  . 
proportion of  continuo~sly  c~st steel  may  well  exceed  '7%  <compared  ~ith 
29%  in 1979 
I. 
I  " 
i  . 
'  ·,I 
'I  f. 
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P  R 0  !'>  U I  T S  ·  ~yro'&.<?o;e  fuvor·J~le  n¢ccs3-Jires  (1)1  port  aux  capacit(·s  port  auY.  cJ;::aci:es  ;:;0rt  aux  c~pocit•:-s 
d'avril  1973  annonc0('~ :Jur  1~~2  annc~c~es pour  ,933 
<A+::?)  (A  +  9  +  C)  -\-
r.:io·  t  rnio  t  nio  t  %  nio  t  r.  m~o t  % 
/  - . 
Io  AC!ER  eRUT  148,~  17ft>  27,5  13,6  - 27,-7  13,7  -31,9  15,5 
'  , 
'  .  {IT 
11.  P~OOUITS FINIS 
\  . 
Profiles  lourds  12,7  15,9  4,5  22,0  3,9  19,7  5,0  23,9 
Profiles  LE~gers  21,2  26,5  ·s,3  16,7  3,8  12,5  3,6  12,0 
Fil  ::1achi;'le  11,3  14~  1  4,2  23,.0  3,9  21,7  4,6  24,6 
Feuillarcs  C2)  8,6  10,7  1,4 
~ 
9"1  1,0  3,5  C,9  7,8 
Toles  fortes  16,8  21,0  5,1  19,5'  ·4,9'  18,9  5,7  21,3  "  et  moycnnes(2)  .  . 
·Toles  :-1inces  31,4  - .39,4  .4,0  9,0  .  5,1 .  ....  5  7,3  15pt:  a froid  ,,, 
. 
'  0 
TOTAL-.  (3)  J  '02,0  127;.6  24,5  16,.0  22,6  15,0  27,1  .17 ,s  I  .. 
/  i  . 
III.  LhRGES  s:;NDES.  55,2  69,0  I  -- -- I  3,2  4,4  I  9,9  12,·5 
· A  CHAU!:> 
\ 
(1)  .  .,  'l'  0  •  •  ,  •  •  l  0  o.  ~·-:~  L-.-:  ·- ~~  s~pposJn:  un  t2ux  c  ~t1  1SJ~10n c0  35%  p~~~  l'~:,er  D~ut  ct  a~ 80  X.  po~r- ~s  orocul,~  ·'···~  a  ..  n~~ 
(2)  y  c~~pris  fcuillard~ et  t~l~s  for:cs  et  ~01cn~~s ez  coils  --
(3)  r.  -......  r 
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INTEREST  REBATES  ON  RESTRUCTU~ING  AND  RECONVERSION  LOANS  '0 
·Rt>structuring 
Despite  the necessity of  reducing  overall  production  capacity~ th~re  is 
still an  absolute  n~ed for  investment  to  restore  the  competitfve~css of 
the  Community  steel  industry.  Among  other  things,  the  Community's 
continuous-casting  capacity  is  inadequate  comp.ared  with  Japari  and  a 
large  number  of blast  furnaces  need  to  be  improved  if they  are  to be 
compatible  with  current  technology  (specific  consumption of coke  : 
500  in  Europe,  when  400  could suffice).  furthermore,  many  rolling  mills 
are  not  up  to  the task ·of  producing  certain'dimensions  of  the desired 
quality. 
The-apparent  volume  of  investment  has  virtually  remained  constant  for 
eight  years,  but  in  fi~ed-rate currency  terms  it has  fallen  by  about  half. 
Because of their financial  situation,  fir~s  are  reluctant  to  invPst  and 
consequently  face  the risk of  becoming  even  tess  competitive. 
Community  funds  are  therefore essential  to  encour~ge and  assist  th~m 
to  invest  on  the basis  of  int~rest  rebates.  Such  funds  will  also 
provide  an  i~centive to  harmunization  and,  if possible,  a  degree  of 
coordination aimed  at  avoid~ng the  initallatio~ of  excessive  capacity, 
~hile at  the  same  time  ensurin~ that  modernized  machi~ery complies 
with  valid  tec~nical and  economicaL  st~ndards~ 
For  1980  the  investment$  projects  in respect  of  which  interest-rebate, 
JiJPlications  have  been  made  involve  funds  already  amounting  to  64  million  fll;\. 
However,  the  Commission  feels  that  this  f.igure  can  be  reduced  to 
43  million  EUA  by  the application.of  very  strict  crite~ia and  ihe 
implementation of  various  harmonization·m~asures~ 
.· 
..  'i 
'·' 
,, 





This  need  for  restructuring  will  ~n~vitably entail additional 
.  ' 
reorganization _of.  sot.Pff. and  to 'this  end  reconversion_ funds  will  have  to be 
made  available.· 
After  a  rather  slow  start, there  is  no~ evidence of  a  sharp  incr~ase in 
.  I 
Jpplications  for reconversion  aid~  alread~ amounting  to  52  m~llion ·EUA 
for  1980. 
Experience  in  re.conversion  shows  that  such  operations  are  subject. to 
a  certain timj-lag  and  th~t  consequently  needs  for  the  year  in 
question  will  also amount  to·43 mill-ion  EUA. 
The  ECSC  budge~  cannot  provide  the·86 million1EUA  necessary  for 
interest  rebates  for  1980  and  a  request  ~ill~therefore have  to  be~made  n 
for  a~ aggregate  amo~nt~of 70  million  EUA  from  the  EEC  General  Budget. 
In  view  of the  fact  that  the .ECSC  has  used  up-i~s ~wn finan~ial  r~source~  .. 
. and,  given  the  impossibility of  a  substantial  increase  in  the  levy, 
it  is  logical  that- the  EEC  should  provide  the additional  funds  needed, 
if  onl~ on  the grounds  of  the·complemeniarity of  the  Tr~aties  and  the 
I 
solidar·ity  between  the  Communities  which  they,have establi'shed. 
Moreover,  a  d~terioration in the situation of the  iron  and  steel  sector  ...... 
would  have  repe~cussions on  the  Community's  general  economic  situation. 
However~ this  gen~ral  e~ono~ic situatlon. is  th~·responsibility of  the 
' 
EEC,which .can  take  appropriate steps to  prec.Lvde  the detrimental  effects 
for  which  the crisis  in the  ste~L industry would  otherwise  have  on:this 
" 
situation. 
'  I 
\  J  \  •  •;.  •  _.  \  ..  .- ' . 
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. '  '  , ANNEX  8 
TREND  OF  EMPLOYMENT  IN  THE  IRON  AND  STEEL  INDUSTRY 
As  far  as  employment.,i.s, G-_O:'c_erned.,  the  Community  iron  and  steel  plan 
pursu~d the  aim  of  better  p~asing of  the dismissal  of  employed  staff 
t~a~ would  have  been  involved  in  ruthl~ss application of  certain  economic 
rules.  Thus  for  the.,Community  as  a  whole  the  redu.ct'ion  of  employment 
was  much  more  gradual  than  the ·corresponding process  for  prc..juctioh.,  It · 
was  only  in 1978,  as  shown  in'the table below,  that  the production/ 
employme~t ratio was.restored  to its 1974  level  .. 
Communitl  - Trend  ;·n  indices  (1974  = 100) 
of  produ~tion  a~d total  employment  in  the  iron  and  steel  inciustry 
1974  1975  1976  -1977  1978 
Production  100  80o8  8'6 .. 2  81 .. 1  85 .. 3 
Tot a1l· employment  100  96a0  95.,2  90.,4  85.,8 
During  the  first  few  years ·of  crisis, the  rel~tively high  level  of  employ-
ment  compared  with  production  was  for  the  most  part  adjusted by: 
n.Jtura·l  wastage; 
Large-scale  ap~lication"of measures  ~or shortening the  working  week 
(almost  a  Quarter of  the  staff were  affected by  the·  measures  in  1975); 
a  marked  restriction of  overtimeo 
These  measures,, to  which  was  added  a  solidarity in production  cuts  through 
quarterly delivery  programmes,. have,  in certain  regions  and  certain 
undc•rt :.:,; ings,  considerably attenuated  the  harsh  and' urgent  character of  the 
conseauences  of  the  crisiso 
Since  the  beginning  of  1977  the  anti-c~isi~ plan.has  madi it possible to 
reduce  very  appreciably the differences betw_een, ca~ac  i ty utili  zat·i on  factors 
in  ihe  various  countries9  Whereas  in 1976  the  wi~e~t differences  were 
as  ~uch as  21  p6ints,.they were  12  points-in 1977  and  approximately  9.points 
in  1973  .. 
., 
o/  .. 
" •  0 
2  - . 
The  progressive  implementati6n since 1977  of  arrahgements  ha~ing effects~ 
of  a  far  more  structural. characier  has  given  ri~e to a  sharp decline  in 
th~ nu;';'lber  of  persons  affected by  the, reducti.on ·of  the  working  week  and  ..  '  '  " .  .  ... 
by  an  ev,n more  marked  reduction of  the  hours  of  wo~k  lost~ 
. ' 
·Community  - Propor~ion of  staff affected  by  the  reduction. 
of  the  working  week  and  hours  of  work  lost 
··  (compared  with  1975  = 1  00) 
.1975  1977  1978  '1979-
(8 months) 
·-Staff  affected by 
.reductions  cjf.  the 
1.0or~ing  week  .1-00  74  '45  17 
.. 
Hours  of  work  lost.·  100  68  'ti':  29  10 
,  .. 
For  the  past  two  years  ear~y retirement  has  been  the  chief  ~easure with 
a  structural  effect~  It  is, however;  diffi~ult accurately  to  ~valuate 
for  the  CommuRity  as  a  w~ole the  departure~ due  to  ear~y retirement  owing 
to  the  differences  in national  laws·.  ·They are  in .Principle  included· 
u~der the'head of  retirement;  in  some  cases, however,  they  are.co~~ted 
among  the  ~ismissalso  ·In the  countries  for.whi~h statistics are  availabl~ 
there. is  seen  in  some  cases  to  have  been  a  doubling of .numb,ers  leaving 
thrqugh  retirement  as  f~om 1977o 
The  reduction of  em~(oyment has  affected all  regions of the  Communit~ except 
for  Italian coastal  regions.  The  ave~age  redu~tion of  staff  was 
apprciximately  14~ between  the  end  of  1974  and  the  end  of  1~78 Csee.table)! 
-
Only  the  regions  which  h·ave  long  beer\  industrialized ·show  .rate~_ o:f  r,eduction 
much  greater  ~han the  'ommu~ity average,·_.  they are: 
the  Saar 
B~lgium 
Eastern  France 
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'•.:. 
'1. 
·  .. 






.i In  these  regions,  the efforts made  to.improve  the  competitiveness  of  their 
iron  a~d steel  industries are  ac~ompanied more  than  in others  by  the 
closure  of  obsolete,  unproductive plants, the effects  of  which  on  e~ployment 
are  more  pronouncedo'  ,  "The. average  reduction  of  employment  in these 
regions  between  the  end  of  .1974  and  t~e end  of  1978  was  24%,.  compared  with 
·a  reduction of  9%  in  the  other  regions  of  the  Communityo  It must  be 
pointed  out,  however,  tha~ in 1978 the  average utilization factor  for 
prod·..Jction  capacities  i'n  these  regions  was  very  close to that of  the 
other  Community  regions,  ioeo,  64%  compared  with  6So9%o 
.  ' 
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EVOLUTI01l  or:  L 'lFPLOI  1'1\1(  f~L(.!Of~S 
----·---..-----~-----
\  .. 
Regions  1974  1975  1976.  1977  1978  1  1~~8~.1074 
en. 7  • 
Alle~agnc du  Nord 
Rh0nonic/~esiphalie 
,\( L  cr:.oQnc.>  du  Sud 
·  Sil rrc 
30121+  c8337 
150?SS- 1t,:St, 14 
·12376  1 (.'0~iS · 
29.528  .2_G •.; 6 :S 
. :C:9Q(,?.  2742/t 
11i 1'.lu  137 490 
1 i 631,  11 5 37 
2'1991  24238 
76t.t.  7 
1  :~3{)33 
111,59 
22~02 





FrJr:ce  :autres rego 
frJnce 
56488  .  52291'  sob49  42684  41206 
6925  7·250  7057  71!.9  6924 





79606  78203 
1  ..  ()t,~q  ·  4G013 
. 3~)  16  35,50? 
1555)3  '153725 
1'0/;56  6?.8)1 
37454  3522? 
34350  3~"~'·3 
11.2"/60  '131323 
Italic~r~g.c6ti~res  39309 













Pays  cJe.  Gal tes 
f1nCJl ct crrc  Nord  ...  .  .  autrcs  rego 
Ref  ,1u~1c- Un i 
-
1 r t ;mde 
EUR9 
I 
23145  21036  21317  17089  1~500 
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In  1978  the  European  steel  industry  consumed  61.million  tonnes  of 
.scrap  'in  achieving  a  steel-production of 132 million tonnes.  This  clearly 
dc~onstrates the  iMportance of  scrap  supply  for  the  European  steel 
industry. 
On  the  hand  the  choices  which  will  be  made  within  the  framework  of 
the  restructing  in respect of  new  investments  (integrated or electric) 
depend  largely on  estimates  for  the  )luture  supply of  scrOp. 
In  addition the  structur~ of the steel  industry  in thi ca~did~te 
countries  for  entry  into the  Community  tcJitl -in  the medium  term  modify 
the  supply/d~mand equilibrium ~nd dis~lace the centres of  consumption 
and  supply  of  scrap within the enlarged  Communitye 
In  these  circumstances  the  current  desorganization at  European·.lev~l 
of  the procedures ·for"surveillance of  the scrap market  and  the  control  of 
' 
exports  can only  be  cons1dered  as  most  inoppo~tuneo 
In  contrast  it should  be  recognised  that  present  s%ate  of  the  scrap 
market  in  Europe  and  the  world  plus  the  common  wo~ry of  the  state~ ~ot 
Jto  encourage  the  introduction of  restrictions  in the  liberal  philosophy 
·  of  trade  (GATT  agreement)  go  against  the strict applicatjon of  1953  decision 
to  forb\d  exports1of  scr~p to Third  eountr1e~~ · 
Further  the, increasing divergence of  the national  policies of  the 
Member  States  make  it in  practic~ impossible to return to the strict  applic~· 
of  the decision. 
.1 
As  a  result· the  Commission  p"roposes  to search  for  a  new  equilibrium 
between the vari6us  interests  by one  the one  hand  integ~a~ing the problem  .  . 
scrap  into general  anti-crisis plan for ·1980  and  on  the other  hand  by  · 
sug~eiting a  flexible  system of  surve~LLance  ~nd  consultat~on based  on 
the  Benelu~  propo~iti~n of  1977~ 
•  . ' 
2.  Proposition  for  a  Community  regime  on  expqrts 
e  I 
a)  The  proposition  foresees  a  certain consultation and  concertation between 
i'iember  states on  •. t'he ~ub"ject of  exports  of  iron  and  steel  scrap  from  the 
Comr..unit~. 
b)  r'he  proposition diverge.s  from_ a  strict application of  the  decisirn of  1953 
in  th~  sen~e that ·•xports will  not  be  subject  to ~he unanimous  approval 
of  the  Member  States. 
~)  Each  Member  State must  i~f6rm the  Commission  and  th~ other  Member  States 
one  month  before the beginning  of  the quarter.of the  expo~ts that  it will' 
~uthorize during  tha~  quarte~.  ~ 
d)  Con~uliations of  a  g~Dup composed  of the  Rep~esentatives of  Member  States 
and  the  Commission  may  take place on  the ·request  of'  Commission  or  Member  States 
on  the measures  proposed on(c) •. 
e>  These  c~nsult'~tions, which  have  as  their objective the  verificatio~ that  · 
a·  stable  supply  of  the  European  market  in'scrap  is  assured,  will  consist· of 
an  examination  of  the  economic  and  commerci~l situation of the  market  and-its. 
future.  development.  They  will- take place one  month. after the  receipt  of  the· 
I' 
information  indicated  in  (c)  above. 
f)  At  the  conclusion of· the  consultations  foreseen· in  (e)  the  measures 
proposed  under  (c)  can  be  carried out. 
s)  1n  exceptional  circumstances  (to be  defined)  a  Memb.er  State  can  withdraw 
sJspend or  reduce  its ·export  quota  with  exception  of  licences  alread~ 
issued ·\olhilst_  informing  the  Member  States- and  the  Commissiona 
,..., 
h)  In  the  case of  exhaustion of  the quotas, additional  exports  can  be  authorized 
wi;hout  informing  the  Commission  orMember  States  beforehand  within the  limits 
of  a  volume~ infer'ior to __ x· of the original  q.uota .. 
. ;· -',:  i)  The  measures  indicated under(g)  and  (h)  ~ould be  the object of 
ex-post  consultations ·under  the  conditions  laid down  in point  Ce.> 
" 
j)  Safeguard  measures  can  be  taken  in  case of  serious  dist~rbance  6f  the 
market  (to be  defiDed~  •. 
'  '  ~ .  - ,  . 
k)  The  Commission  can  propose  modifications  to  the position taken  by  the  Member 
States  in  respect  of  exports  when  the ·Commission  ~nd/or a  Member  States are 
of  the opinion that  rapid measures  are  required  in the  interest of the 
Community. 
l)  The  Member  States  undertake  to  examine  without  delay  the  measures  indicated 
under  (k)  and  to  take  a  deci'sion  within  _.,. __  .,.·.,. ... ,  days  which  follow  the 
proposition by.  the  Commission  by  a  unanimous  or. majority  vote • 
1 
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I  . . AW:EX  10. 
·THE  DEVELOPMENT  OF  THE  COMMUNI~Y  STEEL  TRAO~ 
I  .  ' 
WlTH  THIRD  COUNTRIES 
• 
'  ....  ,  ~ . 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
'  T  h e  e x  t e r n a l  me a,s 1J r e s . a p p l i e d.  i n  1 9 7 8  ·a n d  1 9 7 9  h a v e  ~ . 
contrib0ted  towa~ds  reme~yin~ ~he  deteri~ration of  the  f6mmu~ 
nity  st~~l  market  a~  far  as  prices  are  concerned.wit~out 
h·a-mper'lng- traditional patterns  of  trade~ 
I I..  H~P  ORT S 
A  ;.  I m  p o r t ·s  f ;r o m.  a 'l l  t h i r d  c o u n t r i e s 
The  annexed  tables.  show: 
1o  Community  imports  from  all  third  c9unt~ies  dur·ing  the  two 
ii.rst  quarter~  of:~979  had  a  rythm  that.compares  with  the  ~ 
one  in  1976,  the· reference  year  for ·the  Arrangements  <see 
table  2)  ~ 
2&  .The  relative  share  of  imports  in  app~~ent  consumption) 
(market  penefration) has  remained  within  reasonable  Limit_s 
for  the  C~mmunity as  a  whole  (see  t~ble 1>;  for  in~i~idual 
member  states  however  certain  variattons. hav~  taken  place: 
- f~~  Fr~nce,· the  Netherlands  and  Belgi~m/Luxembauri,  market 
'  ! 
penetration· has,declined  during  the  first  half-year 1979 
as' compare<Lto  t~e  same. period  in  1976; 
~  the ·F.R.  of  Germany _has  ~een her  share  of  imports .increase; 
J - i n  I t a l y ,  t h e  s h a r e  o f  i m  p o r t s ,  a l t h  o u  g h  h i .9 h e r  i n · 1  9 7 9 
'  ' 
t h a n  i n  1  9  78  C  J a n  u  a r )'  t o  J _u n  e ) ,  s t i  ~ L  s t a  )' s . n  o  t a  b l )' _··  L  o  w  e r 
·than  in  1976., 
'  ~  . 
B  o  I m p o r t s  f  r om  i• A  r r an g em e n t " -c o u n  t  'r ·i e s 
During ·the  first  six  month's  of_1979,  imports  from''th-~se 
1- t  r 
countries  stayed  abo~t  7%  below  ihe  refer~nce  yea~'s 
1 
'  - . 
C1~~6) ·level,  although  •  certain  increase  in  ~el~tion  - '. 
to  1978  cOul~ be  notedo 
'· I 
However  this  development  is  not  identical  for  all 
member  states  where  the  same  tendencies  as  those  observed 
for  total  imports  came  to_.bear;  in- the  United'Kingdom,o 
imports  from  "Arrangement"  countries  slowed  markedlY  down 
during  the  fi~s~ ~i~ months  of  1979  (see  table  4)_ 
The  main  reason ·for  this  development  can  be  found  in 
certain .exporting  ~ountri~s
8  changed  attitude:  in  1978  and 
1979-princip-al'ly  Japan,  but  also  South''l<orea  and ·Aust(a''Lia, 
performed  at  levetswell  below  those  reached  in  former 
yearso 
III~  EXPORT  DEVELOPMENT 
Community., st·eel  e)(ports  have  grown· considerably' since· 
1977,  particularly  in  1978;  in  early  1979  (January ·to  June) 
ho  .... ever  this  tendency  has  slowed  down"' -for  the  Community  as 
a  .... hole  as  wel.L  •a  for  individual  ~ember  stateso  Net  steel· 
trade.  b'a Lances  have  improved  notably  during  this  ~eriod 
each  member  st
1ate. 
\ 
The  export  increase  was  particularly  m'a r ked  for  France, 
FoRo  of  Germany  and  for  the  Netherlands  whose  respective 
s h a r e s  i n  t o t a L ·  Co m  m  u n i t y  f i g-u r e s  i n c r e  a s e d ..  T  h e U n i t e d 
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I  ,. 
' 
1979  (6 1'\0is  12,57.  4;31.  9,27  7,19  .1 s,  53  7,18  31.,73  :  12,50.  10,03 
. .  . 
' 
1978  12,57  ·. s ·ss 1 
6,98  ,6, n  .  17  .p86  8,28  27,03  i7,6?  .  1 o,oo 
r  .  ,  . 
l 
' 
·  ..... 
1977  13,32  . 6,32  9,77  11,61  .26,92 .
1 
7 ,M  36,91  .12,3?  1-1,32 
I  .  - .  .  -
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EXPOR.TS  OF  ECSC  PRODUCTS  TO  THIRD  COUNTRIE,S  . 
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IMPORTS  OF  ECSC  PRODUCTS  (11r)  fRQr~. i\RRA:JGEf'1Er:T  COU~:TR  !ES 
. .,., 
.. ..  I  '\  1\ 
'1976  1971' 
.. 
:!  II"'\ 
-of'\o  :Z:v:"SCHLA~O  3286  4002 
' 
r-::·,::  956  .. 976 
:7:~:A  1964  1771 
, 
I 
o,.~:·~~LA~~'  371  - 535 
;:  ~:..:: ..:JCILUXC~30URG  913'  ..  1024  -
:. ·;: -;r,  ~<=~~=>o~  1375  1096 
;::::.:-'.)  20  31 
: .......... ~<  463  436 
' 
""  ....  -....  9 
I 
.9354  9871  . 
C">  Products  covered  by·  the  Arr_anqcmcnts 
. 
• 
•  ; 
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